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THE BATTLE OF PRODUCTION

of the Douglas military transport
planes, C-47 and C-53, involves fuel- and oil-tank manufacturing in great volume. The word-and-picture story

M«ts prednction

opening Wings this month describes the flexible setup
developed "from scratch" in Douglas' tank department,
whieh builds the half-dozen varied fuel and oil containers for the cargo and troop transports doing such a
great job in carrying the -war to the enemy.
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Training on Real Parts and Real Planes

Although many employee training plans have been
put into execution since Pearl Harbor, ConsolidatedVultee has one of the most comprehensive and successVocational,
ful. Six educational programs are given, i.e..
College Grade, Customer, Apprentice, Supervisory and
Plant Defense. Students become adept by making their
own production units, paying 85 percent of their training cost. Other companies can profit by this plan.
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General Henry H. Arnold, Commanding General, U. S.
Army Air Forces, is pictured on Wings' front cover in
a characteristic pose at his desk in Washington. With
aircraft leading the world in design and performance, Gen. Arnold recently stated that "the big battles are yet to be joined, but when they are joined, it
will be the army with the extra weight of material that

American

The extra gun, the extra ammunition, the
extra plane we must be sure that the extra weight is
on our side." Gen. Arnold often reiterates his plea to men
and women workers that production on the home front
match the work of the Army Air Forces in smashing the
will conquer.

—

Axis on world balllefronts.
"Speediest, most maneuverable fighter"
scription given to the

the

Navy.

formed

This

plane,

s*iccess(ully

is

the

de-

new (rrumman Hellcat (F6F) by
on

back cover, per-

damaging

raid on Japanese-

pictured

in the

held Marcus Island. The Hellcat is adaptable for either
land- or carrier-based operations. .Mthough the Navy
has released general material on ihe plane, its design
and performance details have been withheld.
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Simple Methods

Mass-Produce
Here

is

described the flexible set-up which turns

Transport Tanks

out the half-dozen varied fuel and oil containers
for each C-47 and C-54. Only one steel fixture,

one

dolly

and one hoist are used.

By HENRY

E.

GUERIN,

Factory Manager.

Santa Monica Plant, Douglas Aircraft Co.

MASS-PRODUCTION

of Douglas

DC-3 transport

planes,

now known

by their military designations, C-47 (for cargo) and C-53
(for troops), entails a fuel- and oil-tank manufacturing volume
many times that of actual plane production. Because these non-

combatant ships are not equipped with

and

self-sealing gas

and

oil cells,

six tanks of three sizes are required "per ship," not to

pletely

men-

was necessary to set up a large-volume, yet comflexible, method for tank fabrication and assembly from

tion spares,

it

Methods developed

in this tank department, like

most others

evolved by the aircraft industry, have of necessity been created
•

November

wood. Yet the department turns out

all

of the fuel

and

oil

tanks

required for our steadily accelerating volume of these transport
planes,

now

rolling off the assembly lines

by the hundreds each

month.

sheet metal.

WINGS

"from scratch." Judged by the standards of the Douglas Aircraft
Company's other assembly lines, the tank "line" is not spectacular.
It contains no overhead, mechanized carriers; no massive, intricate
jigs or fixtures; no continuously moving conveyors. Its horses,
stands, tables and cradles are, with only one or two exceptions, of

J
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As broken down by our production

engineers,

main

fuel tanks,

{Text continued on page 745)
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BafRes are assembled

SQUEEZER-HEAD EXTENSION

in

"Station 1" by women. Performance plates and 53S aluminum extru-

sion stiffeners are held together with Cleco clamps while rivet holes are burred.
riveted without fixtures. Stacks in background are tank skin-panel sections.

Then

sections are

lialves are brought in with rivet holes
edges scalloped and stiffening pillows stamped,
riiey are formed to half-tank shape, then beaded as

SI(in-section
drilled,

shown

at left.

Skin sections are joined around wood formboards notched to pass extruded stiffening angles.
A lower half is placed on the padded horses,
three form-boards are equally spaced inside and
held temporarily by screws. The upper half is
placed so its edges overlap the lower and the
two joined temporarily with Parker-Kalon screws.
Longitudinal and radial stiffening angles are similarly attached and form-boards removed.
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Baffles

and end

atlaclifil

slacki-d

End

witli
ill

llic

stifFeners

I'arkir-Kalon

are also
screws.

and temporarily
Completed tanks are

fitted

l)a(;k.t;rouiid.

skin sections, scalloped like the sides, arc attached with

same type of screws. Some final fittinfi may he necessary,
done as shown here with a wood mallet and form blocks. The
the

tank now

i.. teams of two, dismantle
the tank completely, clean
remove burrs, Cleco initial parts together, and tack them
This is a C-47 main fuel tank, with stiffeners being riveted in.

is

ready

to inii\c in ri\ctinL' lieiiches.

Riveters, worlting
oflf

oil

with

and

rivets.

dirt,

Baffles

and main skin sections are Clecoed together and tack riveted, and
moves to finish riveting, being done here. End stiflfeners and

the assembly

skins are added after this and riveted in place. Light horses are readily

moved

to

accommodate varying tank

sizes

and shapes.

Here, at lost, the riveted tank rests on a bench. Women inspectors, using
extension lights and mirrors through filler and equipment openings check
the assembly for Haws in either metal or riveting.

Tilfect

mirror
Mctn<:ile
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the
to the welding department adjacent to
There a team of two weldas*eml)ly ^eclion but not limited to tank welding.
minimize distortion and expedite the
ers following a procedure planned to
rivets, using a standard oxy-hydrojob, seal overlap seams and cover all skin
for this operation.
gen' flame. Ordinary wooden horses support the tank

After inspection, tanks go

A

first
eold-water bath removes welding flux, and the tank enters its
bv straps and cam-lever clamps. Trunnions permit the

steel Hxture. It is held

reached. Detachable elements
fixture to be revolved so' all tank sides can be
Liquidonile gage, vent,
on the fixture locate the cast base plate for the
inspection opening,
screws.

7H

filler,

outlet

and sump,

The assembly then goes back

to

all

temporarily attached with

the welding department.
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On

the test stand,

from llii; hose al lower right (reales internal pressure
while the inspector sprays the exterior with a soap s<ilution. Leaks diseovered are w(;l(le(l and tested here, and the solution washed
of

off

.'J'/o

11).

per

air

scj. in.,

with clear water. Details of the spray head arc sketched.

which we

will select for illustration here, are

composed

of

two

overlapping, skin section halves, two ends, six longitudinal and
eleven radius stiffening angles, and eleven baffles. These are fabri-

cated in the drop-hammer and hydropress departments, located

elsewhere in the plant, and

come

to the

tank assembly department

with rivet holes drilled, stiffening "pillows" formed, and most of
the forming already done.

3S|H aluminum,

Skin-section halves, of

with

rivet

holes

drilled,

stiffening

0.040

in. thick, arrive

or

depressions,

"pillows,"

formed, sides trimmed, and edges scalloped. The parts are, however,
to

still flat

except for pillows and have to be given two bends

shape them to the tank's cross-section contour.

Work and

Fixtures

Moved by Hand

Except in the washing department, tanks, because of their

light-

by hand. A motor-driven, traveling hoist raises,
lowers, and transfers them in the bath tanks and permits women to
be employed for these washing operations. Because of the varying
ness, are shifted

and shapes of C-47 fuel and oil tanks, horses, stands, dollies
and other equipment are not fastened down, but instead can be

sizes

shifted into whatever positions are required.

Two

of the depart-

ments which do tank work are not exclusively devoted

to

it.

Weld-

ing and painting are done in separate, specialized departments

do such work on tanks, but
components of the transports.
that not only

also

on man)

other

Potassium dichromate and sodium carbonate provide an etching bath, followed by
coating with absolute potassium
dichromate solution for protection against
possible water in gasoline. The tank is again
washed in hot water and oven-dried for an
interior

hour, then goes to this final-assembly station, where dichromate injector and other

added, the interior slushed with

fittings are

light oil,

The

and the tank tested again.

final

operation is spraying the tank
aluminum lacquer. Dials and

exterior with

other parts not to be coated are protected

by metal masks, and the tank

is

shifted

as necessary on a simple 4-caster dolly.
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Precise Planning

Expedites Department Shifts
Once diagram, made
is

largely by use of templates,

prepared, altered to meet criticisms, checked

and

approved, moving

finally

gible loss in

is done with neglimachine time at Pratt 61. Whitney.

By HERBERT CHASE

PLANT

LAYOUT has been highly and

efficiently

organized by the

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft Cor-

in

advance

but that

to

he sure, not alone that details are well worked out,

all in

authority over the new setup will have an oppor-

poration.

In consequence, the system has served well in meeting

tunity to see that significant matters affecting their phases of the

a rapidly

expanding and constantly changing program of producof whole departments is almost an everyday occur-

work are given adequate attention. The final plan must ultimatelv
be approved by about a dozen plant and production executives, as

tion.

Moving

rence and, on more than one occasion, whole factories have been
shifted into

new

quarters in a few days.

planning, a given group of machines

is

Because of effective

often

moved many

miles

with at most the loss of a few hours per machine. The total loss
for a department
until

almost incredibly small

one studies the system

foreseen and met.
at

is

As a

to see

result,

how

for effecting the shift
dealt with.

Layout, this

itself,

incredible, that

well every contingency

is,

is

not a single engine has been delayed

assembly by expansion moves into
Besides the planning there

—

is,

executed.

much

This thoroughness has, of course,

to

it

do

with the effective results secured.
After top executives have decided uhat

is

to be

accomplished.

heads of the planning department and others concerned hold

meeting

to discuss, in a general

a

way, how the job shall be done.

Having decided on areas needed and determined where the space
can be made available, the planning department prepares a tenta-

five satellite plants.

of course, a well-ordered system

but here only the planning system

well as by foremen and others in supervisory jjositions. before
is finally

is

As described by Wesley Schlude, Supervisor, Plant
planning is a continuing process and starts far enough

tive layout.

As

a rule, this

department

schedule giving the type and

number

equipment needed, and the layout
schedules are always prepared

is

is

provided with a definite

of

machines and of other

based on

Such

this listing.

when time permits

but,

when

it

does

Portion of a layout as it appears on the Masonite panels on which it is prepared originally. These are
on tables at convenient working height. Wlien not in use, the panels are tiled vertically and take up
little room. One set is kept up to date and a second set shows • possible future layout in tentative form.
laid
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stock

cut

Girls

used.

is

these

out

templates as needed and stick to the

back of each a

strip of tape

on both

In

sides.

making

gummed
new

a

lay-

to the

out, the templates are pasted

layout panels with required space be-

tween and. where
to be used,

ways,

if

in

line

production

is

correct sequence,

al-

possible to minimize material

handling and with due regard to plant

White templates are for equipment on hand, and blue for new
equipment, showing at a glance the

traffic.

status of each machine. Benches, stor(all in standard sizes drawn
up and ordered in quantity when
steel types were no longer available),
cribs, shop offices and oblongs repre-

age racks

senting space for various items are
usually

similarly provided,
plate form,

tem-

in

and are included

in the

layout.
Initially, the layout is tentative,

when
it is

the tentative layout

photostated ^

in. to

The

panel at a time.

is

but

complete,

the foot, one

stats

are then

pasted together, to give a picture of
the whole department, for study
criticism of all

Rough layout of a portion of one department in a Pratt and Whitney plant as it appears in
are concerned with the manthe photostat form in which it is sent for criticism to those who
of machines
agement and supervision of the department. Dark areas each indicate templates
panels before photostating.
or other equipment which are stuck to the Masonite layout

and

pass on the

Such composites are easy to
and the white background
can be marked to include suggested

layout.

handle,

changes.
not, the space used by the existing department (or the nearest
equivalent serves as a guide and an expansion factor is added to

who must

When

the latter are

all

in

hand, they serve as a record and constitute a guide for such alterations (or an entire rearrangement if required) as are needed to

)

suit the capacity required.

ating at capacity in

6000

Thus,

sq.

ft.

a department

if

and

its

is

already oper-

output must be stepped up

probable that about one-third more
prove adequate for immediate planning purposes, hence

one-third in a

space will

new

area,

it is

work goes forward on this basis.
all, the company operates about six plants in the Hartford
area, and the planning department has, of course, a detailed layout of each. These show the location of every machine and other

the

In

item of equipment. There are drawings of each floor on tracing
cloth but, in addition, there are two plans of each floor laid out to
scale on Masonite board cut into 32-in. square panels, four of
floor layout may
which fit on a standard 64x64-in. layout table.
cover several such tables as the scale used is i in. to the foot.

A

racks and one

Panels of this type are filed on edge in
always kept up to date. The second set represents a possible future
layout such as may perhaps be needed next year. All panels are
painted black and have wall lines ruled in white along with columns

and

their center lines.

set is

After such ruling, panels are given a coat

of clear shellac so that they can be cleaned without obliterating
the white lines. All other markings are pasted on: Aisle lines in
white, department boundaries in yellow, conveyors in green, tool
cribs in gray

gummed

and

solid partitions in blue. This

cellulose-acetate tape

which

is

is

done with narrow
and moved,

easily lifted

but always stays put without pins.
Files in the planning department contain sheets of outline tem-

machine the plants use. Each
and shows also the projecting bar, if bar

plates of the contour of each type of

such template

WINGS
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meet the suggestions made. Those concerned often offer valuable
advice as it is in their own interest to have the layout meet their
particular needs.

changes are completed, the number of each machine is
marked on the templates, air and electric outlets are indicated,
piping drawn in and other necessary details are added. Before

When

final

O.K., the plans are checked against a

list

called a Depart-

ment Layout Analysis Sheet, containing about 85
of these are overlooked,

it

is

significance has failed to receive

items.

If

none

virtual certainty that nothing of
its

share of attention.

The planning department has one man who specializes in matters
affecting material and parts handling and aisle traffic. He gives
expert attention to such items as transfers to heat-treating, plating

and painting departments, use of conveyors and trucks, local storage between operations, chip removal and even to possible aisle
crowding during shift changes. He must see that machines are
located so they can be removed and replaced, if necessary, without
disturbing other machines and, in short, that everything will flow
freely into,

through and out of the department.

Once the plan has been completely checked and revised, it is
traced and receives the signed approval of those in supervisory
capacity who are concerned. Prints arc then made and distributed
to all those

charged with putting the plan into

effect.

which the department is to be moved is
ready, the planning department is required to paint aisle lines on
the floor and to indicate by other markings where the center of
each machine and of other pieces of floor equipment are. This

When

the area into

747

Pratt & Whitney found that no more steel cabinets or
shelving was likely to be available for the duration, these standard types, to
be made from wood, were designed and ordered in large quantities. All are

Months ago, when
ANA>.'<S>

Each is
in. wide and are self-contained units readily interchangeable.
marked with its own number which appears on installation floor plans.
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headings which must be checked before a
considered complete. Once all items have been checked,
practically certain that nothing of significance has been overlooked.

List including virtually all

department layout
it

is

is

includes the marking of
piece of equipment
to place

Even desks,

it.

numbers on the floor so, as each numbered
movers will know exactly where
files, lockers, benches, cabinets and shelves

shifted, the

is

are so designated and go precisely where the plans indicate.
Since machines are moved as units, together with all auxiliary

equipment normally attached to them and
and other connections are

all

necessary electric,

coolant, drain

provided in advance,

machine

to put the

in sections, a few

in its

is

soon as

is

point.
is

utility

it

and

at a time,

delivered to the installation

why the loss in operation
The system is proving its
continually and has now been in use
This

is

so small.

long that

tioned.

machines

new locais moved

put into operation almost as

each batch

so

a very (juick job

work

In general, the department

tion.

time

it is

to

It

its

effectiveness

is

unques-

has, of course, been integrated

with other

company

activities,

served so well that there
adaptability

to

other

is little

plants

but

has

it

doubt of

engaged

its

in

similar work.

The final job
mark aisle lines

of

the

la>ont

with yellow

ilcparimcnt

trartic

is

to

paint and indi-

cate, by painted markings on the lloor, where each
machine and other piece of equipment is to be
placed. Work is done from a blueprint fastened |o
a board nioimted on casters and easily moved.
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A B-24 Liberator, damaged in combat, is a;;it;nctl lo the ConsolidateJ-\ ulue Scluml for iiaiinn;;
groundcrew mechanics at Camp Consair, San Diego. Part of the skin is removed, and only one engine is

Comprehensive instructional plan
dated-Vultee includes

programs; Vocational,

Customer, Apprentice,

Grade,

College

six

Consoii-

at

Super-

and Plant Defense. Students make pro-

visory

85 percent of cost of their
and producing only 4 percent scrap.

duction units, paying
training

I

.~~

AAl'

in place.

Students spend eight hours a day, six days a week, at the school,

work that is accepted for production if it
Shop conditions are simulated by having a stock
room, tool room and other features that will accustom the learners
to shop atmosphere before they go into the plant. The large number of usable parts which the trainees produce justify this method
as far as possible on

passes inspection.

of training. Parts produced indicate a recovery of 85 percent of
the cost of operation, exclusive of the trainees' salaries, with a

spoilage record of only 4 percent.

This

MANY

TRAINING PLANS have been proposed and put into prac-

we entered

is

a most important part of the program, especially in view

of the certainty that future calls

by the draft board

will further

none are more far reachWhile
this training program was designed primarily to meet the war
emergency, postwar problems were also carefully considered. With
these objectives in mind six training programs were established:
Vocational, College Grade, Customer, Apprentice, Supervisory and
Plant Defense. Only the first, fourth and fifth will be considered
tice since

the war, but

ing than those of the Consolidated-VuUee Aircraft Corp.

here.

Vocational Training, a very necessary division, becoming more

important each day,
Pre-factory,

is divided into four steps: Pre-employment,
Upgrading and Supplementary. These divisions may

be handled in separate schools or in the plant

Pre-employment training

is

itself.

handled by local vocational schools

through the National Defense Training Program, to teach the
fundamentals of various trades before the student enters the shop.
Pre-factory training

is

for those selected

who have passed the company's
formerly given a minimum of a week's
Service

tional school

and then put

by the U.

S.

Employment

requirements. These were
training at the local voca-

directly into the

department for which

they were hired.

Experience has shown that

them up

weeks of preliminary training. This does not

to four

it

is

include welders, machine operators or inspectors,

longer training periods.
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better to give

who

are given

B-24 nose landing-gear mocl(-up, typical of those used in classrooms for
All pans are cxpusfd for ready explanation of operation and repair.

training.

7-i9

The

deplete the supply of trained men.

men being up-graded spend

original plan was to have

part of the day at the factory and the

Foremen had several objections to this plan.
The time spent in going from one location to the other, as well as
the split responsibility between foreman and instructor, made it
seem advisable to have full-time attendance at the school. This
shortens the training period and makes the worker available for
full-lime work sooner.
rest at the school.

year (or about 2 hours a day) and about half this lor the remaining three years.

The pay

starts at .50 cents per

10 cents an hour every six months.

craft electricians, machinists, sheet-metal

die makers.
plant.

A

Home-study courses are olfered

to all factory workers.

These

are prepared by two of the aircraft institutes and give a good over-

Part of their cost

picture of the aircraft-production system.

all

borne by the company. Any emplovee passing the

final

feels that this

increased
air-

workers, and tool and

work has been

program

in the

fully justified

by

Supervisory training

in

foremanship. leadership and job instruc-

and

effective.

This training

is

given

one hour a day for 20 days, on company time The reference books
used may be retained by the men on payment of one-third their
cost.

Teaching Plane Details to Future Flyers

examina-

90 percent receives the entire course free of charge.
Supplementary training, also given to emplo\'ees on their own
includes:

is

covered:

the results

is

tion \\\{h

time,

hour and

fields are

training supervisor administers this

The company

tion has proved very popular

Home-study Courses

Four

heat treating, trigonometry, shop trigonometry,

Customer training at the Coiisolidated-V ultee training schools
shows men of various military branches how parts of the plane are
made, how mechanisms function, and what to do when they get
out of adjustment.

shop mathematics and the use of instruments.

The Army training

center.

Camp

Consair,

is

an excellent example in training methods and equipment. Every

Apprentice Training

An

opportunity

indentured-apprentice training system has been in operation

since Mar.

1.

1942. This

is

a 4-year course, or

hours, including school time.

approximately 8000

Schooling takes 450 hours the

first

is

given to learn

all details

various mechanisms which go to
plane.

of the construction of the

make up

the

modern

military

Planes of various types are assigned to the school to be

used for instruction purposes.

One

of these

planes

is

a B-24

in a completed plane, is exposed in this
being discussed by school superintendent, commanding ollicer of
camp, and manager of Industrial Training Division, Camp Consair.

The electrical system, hidden
iiioiL-iip,

Operating controls are exposed, lines colored and i)arts
make instruction clear in this damaged B-24 at Camp Consair.

A

stencilled

turbo-supercharger, taken

to

from a

ship, can be ili^a^^emhlcd to instruct in

construction,

750

operation

and

repair.

.\.nciiil)er
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bomber. Occasionally, planes

that

need repair are

so the construction of parts nominally hidden

the school

left at

may

be seen by the

students.

In addition, mock-ups, or models, are used in the classrooms to

how

various mechanisms work and what to do when they

show

just

fail.

Everything

is

exposed so the

full

action can be clearly seen.

Lines are colored and parts stencilled with their names and numbers to

make

instruction clear. Blackboard instruction

Thus, the actual plane and
the class

its

parts

is

is

also given.

combined with instruction

in

room by blackboard and models.
Classes

in

Exhibit

Building

is given in what was the Ford Building
San Diego exhibition, which makes an excellent setting for
inducting women into factory life. The circular building has an

The preliminary training

at the

open court

in the center

which makes for

light

and

same atmosphere
work being done

as

is

found

in the shop.

Work
nmch the

air.

progresses around the building in orderly fashion, with

The knowledge

that the

go into the airplanes themselves if they pass
inspection is a real incentive to the learners. There is nothing more
fatal to morale than the knowledge that, no matter how good the

work

is

will

being done, the piece

is

merely a "lesson" and destined for

One of the engine bucks, used for power plant instruction, All lines are
labeled and disconnection points noted. Students can approach from all sides.

the scrap pile.

Mock-up of

Control-surface mock-up, B-24.

flight

deck of a B-24,

The complete B-24 hydraulic system

wiiii aii paIt^

is

ready for access.

mocked-up on panels

so

each

system can be separately demonstrated.

WINGS
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/
NORTH AMERICAN SUGGESTION PLAN

ACKMOWLiDCiMeHT
BETTER AIRPLANES TASTER THROUGH IDEAS

YOUR SUGGESTION CONCERNING:

HAS BEEN RECEIVED AND NO

___IS ASSIGNED TO

IT.
INVESTIGATION IS NOW UNDER WAY ON
SN YOUR
YOUl IDEA. (SEE RIVCRSE SiOt)
WE APPRECIATE YOUR EFFORT AND IF YOU HAVE
Hf
ANY QUESTIONS CALL

THE METHODS SUGGESTION GROUP.

iuaaesl io improve IkU Atiuaiion o^t^

THE OPERATION
IS IT

POSSIBLE AND ADVANTAGEOUS

HeLP^ULOUEST.ONS.
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HAND
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7

DEVICE9T
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POSS.BUE AND
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^
THE OPERATOR

3.

COMFORTABLE

4

USING THE

AWKWARD

^

b^lievm Ikis iuaatslion will
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PULLING
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«
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DorfuA.r!4om,alin.,. ,9 ran

Helpful questions on both sides of the llxl7-in.,
red, white and blue suggestion blank, plus squares
for

drawing,malce development and recording of an
The acknowledgment blank is 4^x6%Its back graphs suggestion-handling procedure.

I
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r
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TOOLS OR NEXT

idea easy.
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accomptiAn ine foUowin^:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

U
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System Makes Suggestions Pay Dividends
Detailed plan includes complete, helpful forms,
explains awards, seeks "better airplanes faster

through ideas, encourages employee cooperation."

Stamp awards.

Each employee receives a personal copy of the
left, on this page) "War Bonds for
Your Ideas," explaining the plan and procedure.
Suggestion

pocket 12-page booklet (below

blanks are unusually detailed.

And

for the

suggestor desiring

appointment request brings aid in sketching or writing (center below). Suggestion boxes carry pictures
assistance, filling out the

NORTH American Aviation, Inc., originated
tem
ary,

in

1941,

special

March, 1937, as a
it

was changed

War Bond

series of

to operate

monthly

its

suggestion sys-

contests. In Febru-

on a continuous

basis.

A

contest in March, 1942,

resulted in revision of the basic plan to

was so successful it
provide War Bond and

of winners of current awards.

acknowledged on the form
tificate

Every suggestion

at left.

is

Winners receive

immediately
a signed cer-

(below) which also provides a blank for Bond-inscription

data with a record of payment on the back.

A

report of the win-

ning also becomes a part of the employee's personnel record.

in dr;iwing or writing out a suggeswinning idea brings a certificate, half of an^8'/2xll-in. form printed in
green. The other half is detachable for a record of the payment. A mimeographed

The 3x5-in. appointment request card brings help
tion.

A

abstract of the

WINGS

•

No\cniber

]9-fS

award (S'AxS'A-in.)

is

also sent to the personnel-records

department
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PRODUCTION SHORTCUTS • AIRFRAMES

Time saved and precision insured

in

assembly of Navy's fast

assembly

fighter. Final

of parts and in
done on a conveyor.

production
is

SCORES OF

INGENIOUS

MENTS have been

TOOLING DEVELOPby the Chance

effected

Voiight Aircraft Division of United Aircraft

Corporation

to step

up the production of

tiie

Navy's fast fighter, the Corsair. Most of these
are the result of planning and tool engineering, l)ut

and

some have been initiated by foremen
The second portion of this

workers.

article,

to

be published in

Decem])er,

sliow fixtures used in building the

arched wing center section.

will

complex

(Item A-842)

Joining the forward fuselage section to the
uiiig cfiilcr section is a major assenihly operation,
(lone on the Hxtiire here shown. The wing section
is leveled and brought to correct heigiit by a pair
of jacks, then forgings at connecting points are
drilled for bushings through whicli holding holts
are passed. The welded-tubing fixture carries at
each side an electric drill at correct angle and
height. This fixture is advanced horizontally on
wheels running in tracks and is positioned by
bolting to the wing center section through two
lop engine-mount holes. Each drill is arranged
along a
for traversing by a rack and pinion
channel guide. After drilling, the same machines

ream holes

754

for

the bushings.

No\ ember

J

943
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The trunnioned

fixture holds a skin sectiDii at iJiDpir tur\atiin' ^\\\\\l hatsection stiffcners are drilled for riveting. A set of thin steel jig plates lia>.
flexible strips which readily conform to the curve. Stifleners are laid in the

berween jig plates and held by passing rods laterally through the stiffcner hoops. Then the jig is laid over the curved sheet and Clecoed through
locating liiiles. Short hardened bu>hirig plates guide the portable drill.
slots

Bulkheads, longerons and other units of the fuselage front section are
assembled in this fixture. The assembly is inverted for ease in working.
Initially, longerons and bulkhead were aligned only by mating drilled holes
and misalignment occurred. The hinged yoke of tubing at center has overcome this fault, for it locates and holds elements rigidly. Hinging permits it
to

be laid horizontally out of the way until needed.

still inverted (see top left), is transferred to
a dolly pulled slowly along the assembly line by a floor chain conveyor.
Assemblers apply skin and other elements as it moves along, working from
the dolly floor and from outside low steps used as scaffolds. The assembly
rests on trunnioned bolsters notched on one side to fit frame edges, and
curved and padded on the other to hold the section when turned right side

The front fuselage section,

after inspection. This makes
the remainder of the line.

up

it

unnecessary to use a separate dolly along

Similar in design to the front-section fixture is this one for the fuselage
midsection, likewise assembled upside down. The two horseshoe-shaped
intermediate bulkheads are positioned by removable half-rings (dark in the
of
photograph), which are supported on arms from below by an inverted
channels. The half-rings are located on the arms by dowels and held by

U

bolts with wing nuts and insure correct spacing of longerons. Half-rings are
removed after assembly is drilled, bolted and riveted and before it is
removed from the fixture.

Now the fuselage section, right side up and supported on the concaved
edge of the dolly bolsters, passes along the line to the point where it is
joined to the center wing section. During its passage some assemblers ride
inside, and some work from 4~step scaffolds at both sides, performing remaining operations.

WJNGS

•
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AppiyJig

Considerably more elaborate
iiip

jig ^\hich holds the

i< this drilling:

and

rout-

curved skin section while edges

srrip
-forms one
guide rail

This router

of skin and stiffeners are drilled and trimmed to size.
After the sheet and stiffeners are clamped in place,
hardened apply plates along the edge locate holes which
are drilled. Paralleling these plates, which also act as
router guide strips, is a second set of strips which support the router a? shown in the next photograph (right).

Any

"^Second
guide rail

Router bii-

^Sheef to be trimmed

piercing which con be done in the flat saves considerable time. To insure correct location
in the power-brake so that bends are made in correct reference to lioles, a brake operator
suggested the micrometer gages. These have locating pins, each of which enters a hole in the blank.
This positively locates the piece and prevents any chance of slipping. It makes hydropress operations
unnecessary where required l)eforc. ~aving al least 20 per cent in liuic and liolding bends within closer
limits. A typical blank is shown flat, partly formed and completely formed.

of

work

head

is

trimming the sheet

moved along
to

correct

the guide strips,
dimensions. The

small-diameter router bit runs at high speed, cutting as rapidly as the operator can traverse the
head. This replaces hand trimming with shears,
saving much time and increasing accuracy. The
hinged end gate is part of one outer guide and is
swung back to clear the router at the corner.

Disks and Collars Speed and Simplify Splinin^
Plastic

aluminum

and

circles

rings in graduated sizes enable

quick drafting of parallel

An
•^~*-

lines.

ingenious procedure of speedily drawing a line parallel to a splined line simply

by inserting the pencil point in a center hole
and then propelling
the disk along the edge of the spline, has been
devised by Charles A. Jackson of Ferguson.
Mo., layout draftsman of Curtiss-Wright Corof a cellulose-acetate disk

Division. Missouri

poration, Airplane

He

has designed a graduated

set

plant.

of disks,

selected to take care of ordinary requirements
in splining.
It

previously took five minutes or

more

to

rearrange the spline and weights for each

and there were frequently slight inacBy employing Mr.
Jackson's procedure of disks and collars, there
is no lost motion and a parallel line to the
splined line can be drawn quickly with exactline,

curacies in parallelism.

A

"Jackson disk" being used

inserted in

in drawing a line parallel to a splined line.
The pencil point is
the center hole of the cellulose disk, and the disk propelled along the edge of the posi-

tioned spline. Upper left
lars in the set, with

— Aluminum

rims from 0.020

collar being similarly used.

There are 20 graduated ypin.

col-

0.260 in. in thickness.

to

ing accuracy.

The

set.

which consists of 93 disks of tabu-

The radius

is

engraved on the face of each

lated radii from 0.25 to 3.06 in. in increments

disk and the collars are color-coated for easy

was indicated by Mr. Jackson as the
gamut of practical requirements in splining

identification.

of 3^ in.

for aircraft work, with a supplementary set of
20 aluminum collars or rings of ^-in. diameter, the rims of which are graduated in

aluminum
the

The disk material is a transparent
acetate. Four 20x25-in. pieces, 0.040
were used for cutting the
small bar of aluminum,

set of

%

in

in.

ratio of

in. thick,

run 3

A

diameter,

collars will

cellulose

cellulose

93 disks.

Mr. Jackson believes that the
have greater use than

Incidentally,

He

sets

estimates

to

that

collar sets

the

should

to 10 for the aircraft industry.

The excess
ily

disks.

complete

cellulose trimmings

were read-

adaptable for construction of a cradle for

A

parallel lines of closer proximity to the splined

was required for making the set of 20 collars.
The total cost of materials was $4.82. Because

long,

Collars are run along the spline in the

the disks were scribed and cut by hand, and

hinged sections, was designed to allow stack-

width from 0.020
line.

same way

to

0.260

in.

to

provide for

as the disk, with the pencil inside.

Variations are provided

by varying center-

hole diameter instead of over-all diameter.

aluminum

the

rings also called for

manual

making up the

original

turning, the labor in
set

aggregated 85 percent of the

total outlay.

the rings and disks.

7^

in.

wide and

plywood box. SV^
7^,4

in.

in.

deep, in two

ing of the disks and rings in graduated ar-

rangement

for

convenient

desired size radii.

selection

of

the

(Item A-888)

Air Ejection Allows Continuous Operation
Tube within

collet

chuck on hand

screw machine saves

50

completed, release the chuck, extract the
ished part and drop

percent

of time, permits heavier cuts.

it

'oohnf

Using the piece of steel tubing and the
length of rubber hose, maintenance men at
adapted

Curtiss-Wright

an

air-blast

which was connected directly from an

A

TOTAL TIME SAVING of over 30 percent
on a particular operation performed by

hand screw machines

at the

New York

State

plants of the Curtiss-Wright Corporation has

to

the machine.

exerted

when
is

tiie

rubber hose to provide an air-ejection method
which makes the operation continuous.
The process involved is the machining of
small parts for P-40 machine-gun mounts.
The former procedure was for the operator to
stop the machine after each part h*ad been

easily

Ntnembcr

J

943

Continuous
the

part

air

being

tube
airline

pressure

is

worked, so

the operator opens the collet, the part

piece

save

•

against

blown

been accomplished by the simple installation
of a piece of steel tubing and a length of

WINGS

fin-

into a box.

into
is

the finished-parts

gripped,

U

pan.

seals the tube

air.

\'v'hen

end

tn

(Item A-90'2\

Production time

is halved by this air ejector,
applied to a screw machine. It is useful
where parts are smooth and free of burrs or flash.
Outside luhf diameter must be ^2 to iV in. less

than that of the piece, so the tube

is

not gripped.
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Air Framing Simplified
Six ingenious ideas which speed production

assembly of

and

aircraft elements.

Spar
Channel base

Guide
angle

made

s/lSes

under

iron.

fr'orri

Spar
if

Channel base

Guide fastened to base

Clamp Speeds Gluing —Lea'. in<;-edge ribs are glued to an aileron
Taylorcraft Aviation Corp. in an ingenious fixture. The base is a
pair of steel channels with flange* down. A series of angle-iron arms are
fastened to the inner flange so that the spar may be slipped between the
channel web and the angles which act as assembly guides where ribs are
placed against the angle flange for tacking to the spar. The spar is held

Eccentric
.-l)ar

al

SCREW
IN

IN

damp

POSITION

place on the web by a series of clamps. These are really eolid
metal cylinders each with an eccentric pin in its lower face. Each pin fits a
socket hole in a welded-on plate, so that, as the cylinder is rotated, its lower
edge (beveled to mate with the spar edge) forces the spar against a back
As the knurled cylinder is tightened with the fingers, it does not
stop.
(Item A-63I)
damage the spar edges.
tiglitly in

control rod

TOOL

Handle attached,
to

base

Clip

HOW THE PROP WORKS

HOLDER HAS TANG
FITTING SCREW SLOT

or^
nthdrawn

SCREW BEING INSERTED

Nut being started

-

HOLDING SCREW
Sllblable

block for fulcrum

SPECIAL TOOL FOR HOLDING

Two

—

Tools Handle Screw Inside Tube y\t Miami Division, Consolidated-Vultee Corp., many screws
had to be inserted from the inside of a small diameter tube a foot or more from the end. A clever
mechanic worked out this tool, which holds the screw at right angles to its own axis while the
screw is in-^crted. The clip which holds screw and washer is withdrawn once the screw is entered in
the hole, and a prop is pulled down to hold tool and screw in position. Final tightening is done with a
wrench on the nut while the screw is held against turning by a right-angle screwdriver equipped wilii
(Item A-602)

a slida'blc fulcnun.

Hand

Ac(Justabie guide to

prevent twisting

of stringer
Rollers supporting

sides and bottom
of stringer prevent

—

Roll Speeds Stringer Contouring
Because sufficient power bending-roll capacity was not availMiihael Itoico of Brllaiua Aircraft Corporation, suggested thi« liand roll for bending stringers.
His original \\a~ a lieavy block of wood witii Masonite roller>. adjiistnu-nl being provided by sliding the
up{)er-roll(T lioiising backward and forward. The tool-design department evolved this modification for
permanent installation. It is of metal, with extra support rollers at the side and with adjustment provided by moving the rear roller. The new units are now used to contour stringers for wing-tip lloats
for the <»lenn L. Martin Co., and have been shown by time study to work as rapidly as mechanical rolls
(Item A-857)
on this particidar job.
alili',

ISh

i\(»<

19-^-

yS'lKCS

— Bomb-bay

doors on the B-24 work
must be accurately located
screwed into a transverse
locating bar held in place by pins. The corrugated sheet-metal assembly
then was put in place, holes to mate with those in brackets were drilled,
and the assembly squeeze-riveted. Screws next were removed one at a time
and the locating bar pins taken out, freeing the assembly. Thousands of
screws were scrapped liecause slots were worn, and much time was wasted.
William Duchin, who made the original set-up at the Ford Willow Run,
suggested a change. The corrugated assembly is now placed in the fixture
Their yoked portion fits the corrugations
first, followed by the brackets.
and a locating pin for the eye is used in place of a screw. Then a rubberfaced clamp bar is pulled up against the back face of the eye bosses holding all brackets while drilling and riveting are done. Clamps are then
loosened, locating pins withdrawn and one end of the transverse locating bar
pulled back to release the assembly. The job is done eight times faster.
(Item A-679)
Both methods are sketched below.

Eight Assemblies

in

the Time of

One

like a roll-top desk. Roller brackets on each side
for smooth door action. Brackets were formerly

—

Marred Screws End mills are held to
adapters by a large cap screw. At Republic Aviation Corporation, screw
slots soon burred because operators hammered the driver in assembling the
parts. Michael Lesko, tool-crib attendant, suggested that cross slots be cut
in the screw heads and that a T-handle wrench with mating cross head be
provided. Now the adapter is held between uprights which fit the slots in
the adapter collar and are welded to a base fastened to a bench next to the
tool-crib window. These improvements save much time and avoid slot bur(Item A-794)
ring so that screws do not require frequent replacement.

Cross Screwdriver Avoids

Punch Driver Eliminates Three Hand Operations
Roller bracket

—By extending

the use-

fulness of Erco automatic riveting machines used in his department at the
Nashville Division of Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp., Leadman Harry
Link won a suggestion award. He designed a new type of driver whicli
it possible to do three preceeding operations in the riveter without
driring rivets. Stringers are normally riveted to a Dural skin on one of these
machines. Where rivet holes are to be punched and dimpled, but no rivets
the work could not be done on this
are to be driven as in splicing holes
machine, because the punch was left sticking up through the skin, caught
by the dimple (lower left). Instead, the work required three hand opera-

made

—

—

Clamp
bar
Toggle-clamp pull rod

NEW METHOD

OLD METHOD

REGULAR FLAT-END

[IQ] Cfear

Pr'mp/e

No Rivet-Normal

Normal Cycle

WINGS

dimpling with a squeezer, drilling, and finally reaming the rivet hole.
Link put in a special driver with an extension tip (below) instead of the
standard flat-faced one. This pushes the punch out of the hole, thus
eliminating all hand operations on splicing holes and saving over two man(Item A-766)
hours per ship (sketched at lower center).

tions:

•

November

1

9-+

Cycle

LinkCycle

RIVET DRIVER

LINK SPECIAL
TIP DRIVER
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Work

Small

Report Doubles
Production
Daily sheet stimulates competi-

and provides quick information to foreman and leadman.

tion

COMPETITIVE
ing a

an old worker

foreman

SPIRIT

IS

3 great help in trainto it that

This worker will be
checked on to determine

new worker and seeing

giving his best in his job.

is

at the

same time should

A

the reason for his hav-

also have

ing 80

many

rejections.

first-hand information at a glance of just what

each worker

is

doing each day. H. D. Dan-

forth, foreman, aircraft final assembly, Engi-

neering & Research Corporation, has devised
a simple but useful chart that not only
spires a keen competitive spirit

in-

among com-

does not like to have an adjacent worker, on
the

same type

of work, produce more. There-

each worker

harder

have a bet-

pany workers, which has helped production:
but also shows the lead man and Mr. Danforth whether an employee is up to par or

stimulates competition.

needs additional training.

pass inspection before credit, so quality

Each worker
the

number

is

required to

fill

of parts completed.

in

each day

The worker

fore,
ter

report on

the

tries

chart than

to

another.

The work must

This
also
is

daily

file

is

day before.

worker

is

kept on each worker, and

If

checking he finds the

after

slipping

on

parts

produced,

he

checks backs and finds the cause; thus, he
always knows daily what each worker
ing.

The amount

doubled

not sacrificed for speed.

A

the foreman goes over the reports from the

in

the six

is

do-

production has almost

of

months since the adoption
(Item AS90)

of this method.

Auto Equipment Coats lubes Ouickly
Convertible top-pump unit on hand avoids delays for special equipment hard to secure.

Cbnfrv/

no-v^oit

switch

motor

generator

Hookup for pumping
by

iisini;

rust inhibitor into
automobile equipment vi\ hand.
(

seat fiaine

tiihtilar

Artiele at lop next pajret

Curt Reinwart usin? equipment, made

largely

bile parts, to coat inside of .^eat-franie tubinf;,

automo-

from

which

is

held in

the rack, with rust-inhibiting solution.
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HiDsoN Motor
production

had

to put a

Car Company,

([iiicltly

on

frame

protect

to

solution

seats,

uniform coat of Perali<otone

the aUoy-steel tubing

side

getting into

airplane

forming the seat

from corrosion.

it

in-

A

hot

was pumped into and out of the tubno liciuid coated the out-

ing, with care that

standard liydraulic

pump

attached to a

to

A

cpiickly.

tujje

tlie

fill

pedal-controlled

()ump when the foot

coupes formerly

switcii

reverses the

by the company, was available. .\n automobile generator supplied the current. It was

raised,

withdrawing excess liquid

the top on the

convertible

l)uilt

6-volt ])attery on the line to balance

tlie

gen-

erator and allow 6-volt controls.

tank

witli

lieater

coating material, and

sujjplies

tiie

j)ump

die
is

from

is

the

tube being coated Although the set-up may
appear slightly complicated, it did not lake
long to make, while special equipment would
liave been hard to get Design limitations made

driven by a belt from a 110-volt motor, with a

A

side.

A

6-volt driving motor, a unit designed to raise

licfuid

it

arranged

impossible to put a pulley directly on the

(hem A-399)

pump.

Squeezer Deformation Controls Rivet-head Size
For jobs where rivets pass through varied thicknesses
this

IT

IS

ent

machine heads

OFTEN NECESSARY to usc Several
squeezers when the thickness

all

differ-

of

the

metal and length of the rivets vary in a piece,
or to use a

hammer and bucking

bar. This

rivets uniformly,

machine

at

Fisher

off

irrespective

off

Body Division squeezes

every rivet of the same diameter alike, irrespective of
tion

is

its

length.

ingenious.

A

The method

-(^-in.

metal

of opera-

plate on the side

the same place,

in

their varying length.

of the press

fastened to the lower faw but

is

not to the upper. The electric contact which

pressure is mounted on the up
The upper tip of the side plate
it
when the rivet is completely
touciies
squeezed. Squeezer jaws, when riveting, sep-

shuts

per

off air

jaw.

arate

thousandths

several

an

of

inch,

the

amount depending on pressure applied. As
there

is

deflect.

no load on the side plate,

does not

it

Therefore, the contact mechanism can

be actuated by deflection of the press jaws

and can be
tion

eacli

respond

set to

to the

Punch

thickness of the rivet upset.

take

to

sufficient

same

deflec-

This setting determines the

time.

several

lengths

stroke is
of

rivets

without readjusting, and allows the operator
to take

each

rivet

The machine

in

sequence.

by foot or a

controlled

is

contact pin beneath the work. Thus,
foot switch has

sary to
anvil

press

pin to

been closed,
the

rivet

make

the

it

is

when the

only neces-

head down on the
squeezer operate

releases as soon as the rivet

is

It

upset. This is

one of the fastest machines in this shop for
riveting

individual

work

Method
Once

on

variable-thickness

(Item A-577)

of any type.

of operating the automatic control.

tliicknes-

of

rivet

iipspt

is

(letennined

for

one rivet, all others of the same diameter niay be
squeezed exactly the same amount, regardless of
slight variations in length of the individual riveU

Control ptafe bo/fecf
af root only

^

'

Head

Control contact to

potrer culinder
(normally dosed/

Heigrht

"odjustm&nt

Holding
bolts for
control plate
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Inserting Tool Speeds Fastener Assembly
Boeing cowl fasteners are dillicult to insert
in the inside corner of a fuselage, just behind tlie
fire ivall.
This simple tool, developed by three
employees in the sheet-metal department, Bob
McGee, John Gaylord, and Ruth Ilinton, compresses the spring so that one worker can do the
job alone. The arm at tlie top holds spring and
washers down around the fastener shank while

1

the lock pin is inserted with pliers.
When the
operator pushes in the slide with his thumb, the
hole in it is centered under the screw, and
tension of the tool is released.
{Item A-626)

Holding

,

Spring compressed
in lower cup

'^y^Side ofcockpii

Tricks in Tailoring Trainers
Six

ideas

liaison

and

which

speed production

similar planes

and

of

gliders at

Taylorcraft Aviation Corp., Alliance, Ohio

stitcher Eliminates Drilling, Riveting, and
Helper This Bostitch wire stitcher (originnally designed for shoe making) is employed for
assembling a metal cowl, fire wall and hood lace
in one operation. Tiie machine drives tlie stapling
wire through a thickness of metal or other

2

—

material up to

in., besides cutting and bend\{\
ing the staple wire, each time the treadle is depressed. This eliminates jig drilling of rivet holes,
and the helper who aided the riveter. {Item A-615)

3 Transparent

Plastic Units Held by Rivets
and Speed Nuts— Two things were accom-

plished by replacing conventional bolts and nuts

with rivets and spring "speed nuts" for fastening
windows, windshield and blister. These
expedients halve assembly time and provide
spring tcnsioln instead of tight friction clamping.
The plastic expands and contracts more than the
nuHai. liencf! large clearance holes are provided
around each fastening. Pictured is the canopy
for an L-2 liaison plane.
The section is of a
(Item .4-62.>l
blister.
plastic
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Plywood

Section of

Form for

PI y wood

Canvas-f-ension pipe

Toggle

4

—

Simple Bending Form for Plywood Birch and mahogany plywood are
bent to form leading edges for the L-2B Grasshopper and TG-6 training

gliders over this steam bending form. In the photograph, the strip
inserted,

in

the

left

sketch,

it

Trunnionedpicrh

is

clamped. Both wood and

Cap sere

Covrrf-erweighi-

is being
canvas are

clamp hook

moistened. Metal reinforcing is used at clamping points. Sheet metal is
wrapped over accurate templates to make the form. Heat is provided by the
steam pipe passing through at the minimum radius. Quick-acting toggle
(Item A-618)
clamps hook over the pipe through the edge of the canvas.

\A

Clamp screw

Angle-iron

supporf

Trunnion Detail

—

Welding

Fixtures Provide Adjustment
Steel tubing for engine
mounts, fuselage and other structural members is welded on counterbalanced, trunnioned fixtures wherever possible. Thus welders almost always
weld downhand, improving quality and increasing the production rate. Such
fixtures also make for greater safety. Trunnions have screw clamps for
locking. Standard shapes and plates are employed in making fixtures. The
one shown ig being used on an engine mount.
(Item A-616)

5

6

Fixtures
slipped

Speed Wood-wing Assembly
over

spars

resting

on

horses

30% — Spruce
(large

ribs

photo).

are

first

Overhead

hangers of pipe hold ribs segregated by size. To line up ribs, the assembly
goes to a metal fixture pictured (at upper left). This fixture and a track
system have upped production 25 to 30 per cent. Forked spacer bars hang
out of the way at left, but are being used by the man at top. The bar which
carries these locating gages is pivoted on each end of the fixture. Uhen
turned over, the fixture serves for an opposite-handed assembly. After a girl
does tacking and gluing of ribs, the assembly goes to a waist-high track,
(Item A-617)
along which it passes while assembly is completed
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Fourteen Production Hints

Win Awards

in

Canada

Continued series concerned principally with small

and hand tools having general application. Copies
of suggestions are supplied to all Canadian plants.
FOUKTF.F.N SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE SHORTCUTS
cdiiiprised the second and third sets selected and distributed recently hy the Aircraft
Industry Relations Committee, Toronto.
all-industry flexible

committee of

five

An

engi-

neers has been set up, of which any three
constitute a quorum. This group will examine

submitted suggestions toward the end of
each month, and select those to be circulated.
The plan has been modified since its inception (Wings, August, pages 620-621) and

winning suggestions in both Class A (tangible or calculable cost savings) and Class B
(intangible improvements, as

VexWsfofs2"apari

in

quality

or

Six of the improvements in the second series

and seven

The seventh

in the third are sketched here.

in the first series dealt with re-

moval of protecting paper from Plexiglas and
Lucite. The conventional method is to pull
the paper off in as large pieces as possible—
usually resulting in painstaking removal of
many small pieces. By the new method, the
paper is lifted at one corner and formed into
a roll, around which other cover papers are
rolled until it becomes too bulky to handle.
Substantial savings in labor and time result
from

ANGLE SECTIONS
IN

Metal nose

safety) will be circulated to plants hereafter.

HOLDER

this

"peeling" process.

1 Remover for Tacking

Strips

— To

prevent

plywood skins frnm the use of chisek
and pliers in removing tacking strips, this removing tool has been developed. The long slotted
nose pulls nails much faster than pliers, and
(.Item A-8951
without damaging the skin.

damage

to

Flared fube

C
"

Spot-Welded to Stud Plate— Bolts

Bolts

were formerly welded

torch. This tip, of Elkaloy
traloy

XX,

to

A

stud plates with a
(preferred) or Elec-

for a spot welder, provides a socket for

the bolt shank, thus allowing much faster and
more uniform attachment. The upper spherical
for good electrical contact,
shank fitted to the welder adapter
with No. 2 Morse taper.
{Item A-976)

surface

is

and the

"Con Opener" Replaces Scissors on Maddapolin After maddapolin (light cotton fabric) is doped to plywood skins on wings, center
sections, fins and stabilizers on Cornell and PT26A trainers, overlapping edges were formerly cut
off with scissors. This left jagged edges and overlaps, occasionally damaged the skin, and was
slow and difficult because dope clogged the blades.
This cutter, besides disposing of omnipresent
used razor blades, rides on the rounded shoe in
front, so causes no damage. It is fast and sure,

4

polished

tool

—

Utem

even in inexperienced hands.

Each compofrfmeni holds
parts for 15 planes

A-fl'^8)

Se fscrew holds
bit in place
Collar
Tool bil

"Scooter" with Removable Trays Handles Small
7 Parts
—Parts bins built along the assembly line are
Pilol-

5

Spot-facer Has Adjustable Blades
ing

the conventional

cross-bitted

— Replac-

spot-facing

one holds two bits in keyways so that
end faces do the facing. A collar with setscrews holds the bits and can also be used as a
limit gage if desired. The end of the tool body
(/(em A-978)
forms the pilot.
tool, this

their

WINGS'
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converted to cabinets with built-in drawers (left) eacli
drawer being subdivided info compartments which contain small parts for about 15 planes. Cabinets are kept
Assembly workers pull a drawer
full by stock chasers.
at a time and put it in the scooter. Separators speed
finding and cut part losses. A motor holster is provided

on the

side.
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'A"20fhef.
bdit

'/e'x

'/2"x3"c/nving

arm

rvith

/'/3"slof

-—Retainer base

2M"x2"
Guide %"o/ia.x/'/4"

% "tape red tool-sleel
shaft 6'/b" Ion0 with
collar I 'A" from tip

Tube

to

be beaded

Steel Spring Retains Bali in Beading Tool— Addition of a steel spring to the frame of a drillpress beading tool liolds the ball in place between operations and does not interfere with beading,
making it unnecessary to stop and restart the machine each time.
(hem A-897)

8
—

Heighf-

adjusfmenf

Locafing

pin

4 hole
p/afe centers

nuf

Cam c/amp

Hamcf/etv/y-h

hook

Washer
provides
bearing for

Jack

10
"

Bucket
•^/32"Dural

with

^/g'hoies

Anodizing Basket and Bucket

%

surfaces

wound

and 12

with
2-in.

in. high, perforated through all
%-in. on 1-in. centers. A loosely
coil spring is attached to a clip

rivetted to the bottom so

Clip riveted
to

bottom

two

top held on by four 2-in. coiled springs at the corners. The second is a 3/32-in. Dural bucket 10 in.
in diameter

2 "spring

— These

containers hold small loose parts for anodizing. The first is a 15xl5-in. basket of woven alumin. wide) with a woven
inum strip (each about

it

stands uprigiit.

The

jackscrew that presses up inA hook on the bail permits hangside the bail.
ing on a rack. Holes and springs increase agitation, thus making practical the anodizing of parts
diflicult to handle by other means. Heavier-thannormal contacts are necessary to carry the heavy
current.
(/rem A-91S)

lid carries a single

-Pressure adjustment

A
'

O

Wringer-type Tubing Marker

** and

marking,

this

tool

is

—Replacing

really

half

a

wringer. The roll is slotted to provide sockets for
tubing which is rolled over a raised stamp with
the desired numbers. A half cover (not shown)
holds tubes in slots until they pass the stamps.
Stamping pressure is regulated by the wing nuts
and springs. With a hopper and chute, parts
may practically be shoveled through the marking

Channel for rod

Operating
crank

(hem A-979)

rolls.

DRILL SWINGS
ACROSS FIXTURE

ON DOUBLE GATE
At Boeing- Wichita, a heavy horizontal air drill
is mounted on an assembly fixture. To permit it
to be used all along the fixture, it runs on rails.
An upper saddle with rollers runs on an upper
tubular rail, and the column is steadied by a foot
saddle with rollers held in contact by springs
with a lower tubular rail. The feature, however,
is the method of switching the drill from side to
side. Twin gates are provided at each end of
the fixture. First one gate is lined up with one
side rail, the drill shifted to it, and the drill
and gate swung across the fixture end. The drill
is then transferred to the second gate and that
swung in line with the opposite rail. Thus, one
drill can be used on both sides of the fixture.
Air connections are provided at convenient 6-ft.
intervals.

each

rail

Removable stop blocks or "studs" at
end prevent the unit from being pushed

•fF accidentally.
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PRODUCTION SHORTCUTS

How

POWERPLANTS

*

Cylinder Heads Are Threaded

and Screwed

to Barrels

Single-point tool and clean-up tap make grinding unnecessary.
Assembly fixture, partly air operated, presses in valve guides and
seats and holds hot head casting while cylinder barrel is inserted.

METHODS
and

in

EMPLOYED

in

producing threads

assembling aluminum heads

to

cylinders and to other parts differ from stand-

ard practice

Aircooled

in several respects at

Motors Corporation. No grinding

is

done on

threads, and. a copper-asbestos gasket

be

"qualified"

ference)

as, otherwise,

head and

])arrel will

not be in correct angular relation

when

the

two are screwed together and tightened.
Several of the operations on the cylinder

pro-

performed on a turret lathe, the head
being clamped in a chuck with special jaws,
one of which is made to fit into port holes.
This holds the work in correct angular posi-

also

vided. This is made necessary, in part, because the cylinder head and barrel are not
symmetrical about the vertical axis. In con-

are

Fig. 1. The turret-lathe operator ii?es a gage to set the sinpleiiniiu tool so
the threail Miloequently cut by the tool will start at the proper point and
"qualify" with the thread on the barrel later screwed in place.

768

must

head, including the machining of the thread

machine

is

threads

ap-

is

A

assembly purposes

the

(started at a particular point in the circum-

special

plied between the head and barrel.
for

sequence,

Fig. 2.

tion.

In the

first

head, where
is

faced

and

off

it

and

threaded,

Then

square.
the

finish

operation, the end of the

later seats against the gasket,

bore,
face

turret tools

which
the

is

inner

about
wall

rough
be

to

of

the

cylinder head.

The thread

is

cut by a single-point carbide-

tipped tool carried by a bar mounted in the
tool post.

To

qualify the 12-pitch thread,

it

is

necessary to set the tool with a special gage,
Fig.

1.

Setting

is

done with the top chuck

After the thread has been cut by a sinple-point tool, the tap on this
tiie turret, i? run in to remove burrs and to burnish the

arbor supported in
thread.

The

tap, started

by hand, has

little relief

behind the cutting edge.

November
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jaw

level

and with

lead screw engaged to

tlie

eliminate backlash.

made

Six passes of the tool are

in cutting

the thread, the tool being fed into the

work

a

short distance at each cut until, after the final

At the end
backed out to make

pass, the full thread is produced.

of the thread, the tool

is

the cut taper off gradually.

After the final

pass, a tap. carried on a turret arbor, is run

The tap is mounted on a collar.
and has almost no relief. It is turned
about the arbor by hand (with the work stationary) until it picks up tlie thread and then
is held against rotation by a bar in one of the
collar holes as the work is revolved. This tap
merely removes any burrs and slightly burthrough.
Fig. 2,

nishes the thread surfaces, giving the thread
its final finish.

der

is

produced

The male thread on the cylinin a turret lathe by a single-

point tool, following a similar procedure.

Assembly with Barrel

When

ready

for

assembly,

the

cylinder

heads are fed through an oven which heats
them to 550 deg. F. The cylinder is then
fastened to a chuck loosely pivoted on an air
piston in the

machine head,

Fig.

In this

3.

position, threads are coated with white lead

as the cylinder

gasket

is

is

turned slowly.

A

cylinder

similarly coated, as are the ends of

a pair of v'alve-guide bushings set in holes of
foot-operated plungers in the machine bed.

A

pair of valve-seat inserts

each of two insertion
to a
fits

is

placed, one on

shape
poppet valve and having a stem which

Setup for inserting parts of cylinder assembly. The barrel is supported in n chuck which turns
about the piston of the air cylinder. Below, on the bed, are two valve bushings, set into foot-operated
plungers, and a pair of tools used to position valve-seat inserts which the ram later presses into place.
Fig. 3.

tools, similar in

the valve bushing.

Next, an operator removes a cylinder head

Below, operator and helper about to screw the cylinder barrel into the hot cylinder head,
which has already received valve guide bushings and valve-seat inserts and is held to the bed by
the air-operated ram which presses the seat inserts into place
Fig. 4.

from the oven and places

it on the bed of the
machine bottom up. The helper immediately
applies the gasket and sets the valve-insert

tools in place so their

bushings.
ated

ram.

inserts

stems enter the valve

The operator lowers the

air-oper-

This presses the two valve-seat

into

place

and,

at

the

same

time,

clamps the head against the bed. Then the
operator presses the treadle which forces the
valve bushings home. During the latter brief
operation, the cylinder rests against the head.

Next, the operator enters the thread of the
cylinder into that in the head and spins the

chuck.

To make a

tight joint at the gasket,

both operator and helper grasp the handles
of the chuck and tighten the barrel, pulling
it

to correct

angular position relative to the

head, as shown by an indicator on an arc-

shaped guide along which the ends of the
chuck handles turn. Fig. 4.
This completes assembly.

Latches, which

hold the cylinder to the chuck, are swung out
it, and the ram is raised, lifting
chuck and freeing the assembly. The
latter is then inverted and gaged to make
sure that valve guides are pushed in to proper
depth. Then the assembly is set aside to cool,
during which time the aluminum head shrinks
tightly to the inserted parts. With this setup,
from 20 to 25 assemblies an hour can be
completed by two men.
(Item E-724)

to disconnect

the

WINGS
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How

Studebafcer

Grinds Cyclone

Engine Parts

Master-rod Channels Ground Faster— Channel
grinding in master rods has been stepped up considerably by changing the set-up in a Thompson
grinder, so that the end radii and the

web

face

(which alone was ground in the prior set-up) are
ground and the 1.625-in. end radii are blended
into the cylindrical end portions in a continuous
operation.
A master template and a roller follower control the cut, both template and follower
having 2 to 1 face taper so the follower may be
lowered by micrometer wheel to compensate for
wheel wear, as shown in the larger sketch. Thus
lowering the follower 0.010 in. moves the wheel
0.005 in. closer to the work. At the large end of the
rod the wheel grinds a 31/2 -in. concave radius and
a 2.1-in. convex radius; at the small end, it grinds
a 31/4-in. concave and an 0.9-in. convex radii. To
true the wheel, a diamond-carrying fixture replaces the work, as in the small sketch. A pivot
on the diamond holder permits rocking to form a
radius at each edge of the wheel. After dressing,
the wheel is gaged and, by use of a micrometer
adjusting device, is
set
to
compensate for
amount dressed off. A 4 to 1 leverage beam, applied to the grinding head and counterweighted at
rear (top center in photo) makes it easier to
shift the heavy head.
{Item E-678)

—

Four Crankshaft Cheeks Ground At Once

Cylinder

Finish-grinding

Dou-

centerless

inter-

bled

—A

nal

grinder

and

a

Healil

special

\\itli

hydraulic

lift

chucks
handles

bores
required with
fixed pot-type chucks turning on
centers. A cam guides the wheel
as grinding proceeds, to produce
the 0.006 to 0.010-in. "choke", or
smaller diameter, beginning 2'y4
in. from the inner end.
Because
finish-grinding of cylinder
in

half

time

the

simple socket fixture holds four rear crankshaft
Screw clamps
halves for rough-grinding checks.
hold the parts.
The table of the Blanchard
grinder, carrying fixture, turns at 12 rpni., ^^llile
the

20-in.,

24-grit

wheel

is

fed

downward

at

0.0004 in. per table revolution until 0.080 in. of
With a wheel speed
metal has been removed.
of ft(X)0 surface feet per min., the halves are completed in 20 min., a grinding time of only 5 min.
(Item E-667)
per piece.

the machine

is largely automatic,
operator can handle gaging
and reloading in an alternate
chuck during grinding. The hy-

the

draulic jack at center

lifts

a cra-

dle which carries the

cylinder to

chuck and
a track on which it

can he rolled
ing and

to

to right

left

special fixture.
in.

maximum

for

I^iniits

runout

for grind-

gaging in a
at

are 0.001

anv point.

(lr,;„'E-673)
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A slot 1,4-in. wide and 2-in.
in Cut-off Machine
deep in the tubular tappet guide was formerly milled, and the piece afterward carburized. This heat-treatment often caused the slot to open enough

Tappet Guide Slotted

Now the piece is carburized first, and the slot is cut
to result in rejection.
by a rubber-bonded abrasive wheel in a Campbell cut-oflf machine. The
wheel is fed hydraulically, and lasts for about 1,000 pieces. About 120 to
140 guides are slotted per hr., ample coolant being fed to avoid burning.
After slotting, pieces are ground, as before, in a set-up like that described
Utem E-688)
Wings (Dec 1942, page 289),

in

Articulated-rod Channels Ground to Precise
Limits
After being milled, the channels in articulated rods must be ground all over to remove
tool marks and to hold the recess width within
0.0015-in. limits. The channel itself is ground
with
on a special machine (lowei sketch)
wheel spindle fixed and the work hydraulically

—

±

The work is loaded
reciprocated horizontally.
as shown, ihen the fixture is turned on trunnions
90 deg. so the recess faces the wheel and is fed
into the latter. Wheel end is radiused to grind
The wheel is smaller
the fillets along the web.
than the groove, hence the rod is raised to grind
the lower radius and is lowered to grind the upper
radius.
Coolant is fed through the hollow wheel
spindle and also through the tubes at each side.
Coolant passes through sump filters before re-use.
To grind end radii, the rod is transferred to a
Studebaker-built machine (sketch upper right)
where it is again located from the rod holes. A

—

Heald internal-grinding spindle, on a carriage,
drives the wheel.
The work is rotated in a fixture held on a large face plate.
Micrometer adjustments on the carriage slide govern wheel adjustment (photo). A drum guard catches coolant
sprayed against the work. The dressing diamond,
(center left in lower sketch) is held on a crank
swung by a handle.
(Item E-687)

Arf/cu/afeo/ roa/-.

-Ho/low wheel

Locfding Posifion

WINGS

•
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Makes Grinder for Cam-follower Radius — Because

a grinder could not
be bought in time, Studebaker built this grinder for producing a spherical
Work is mounted on a beltsurface of 4-in. radius on a cam follower.
driven spindle (left in photo) on a table oscillated about a point in the
center plane of the wheel. The grinding head is mounted on i cross-slide
which also carries a second slide to guide a dressing diamond fright in
photo). The diamond is held so that its tip turns about a vertical pivot
4-in. away. To dress the wheel, the diamond is advai. 'ed to contact. Then
the diamond is swung to generate a 4-in. concave radius.
(Item E-690)

Conveyorized Cylinder-head Inspection

Almost Doubles Output
Production per

man

is

breakage. Floor space

Roller-conveyor lines

for

84

increased

percent, with less fatigue, reduced marring and no fin

50

decreased

is

rough cylinder heads.

Two

68 percent

percent in one line and

water-test stations

A

belt-driven roller conveyor

in another.

provided along each side of this

is

are in center at ends of short conveyors. After water testing, operators place

inspection bench for handling cylinder heads in trays. Gages are laid,

heads on longer conveyors for visual inspection. Gaging is done at square
at right. The set-up is diagrammed at top of next page.

not in use, on shelf at center of bench. Output per
cent with less fatigue, by this set-up, and floor space

bench

WITH
per
several

spection

Rough

SIMPLK ROLLER CONVEYORS. OUtpUt

man

other
of

cylinder

heads,

from an-

received

has been nearly doubled and

other plant, are trucked to the start of the

economies realized

line,

cylinder

plant building Pratt

heads at a

& Whitney

in

the

in-

Chevrolet

engines. This

has been accomplislied with less fatigue for
inspectors.

loaded on skids with plywood between

The operator who unloads them

layers.
tests

between the loading ends of two short conveyors. The anvil of the machine is on a level

Loading end of rough inspection

line,

with

on skids. Hardness testing is done on machine between ends of
two short roller conveyors which operators load
with heads after Brinell test.
still

tests

The man who

hardness easily keeps both conveyors

At the opposite end of each short conveyor
is

Heads are unloaded

a water

test

machine, with

its

partment.

The conveyor setup takes
needed by 68 per

man by 84 per cent. Fin breakage
and the chances of mixing various lots

put per

is

decreased.

platform at

at a time, into test position, closes

a pair of

clamps which seal ports, and admits water
under pressure. Water appears on some outwater

is

opened.

if

leaks are present.

After the

and drained, clamps are
Tested heads are then set on the
shut

off

longer conveyors at the other side.

On

these

lines, inspectors first stamp heat and lot
numbers on each head, and then make visual
examination for superficial defects. Between
the lines is a square bench where a rough

two

gaging operation

is

performed

in a

percentage

clieck only.

work remains at one level, there is little
Parts are pushed along with negligiefTort, making it unnecessary to carry the

.Vs

lifting.

ble

heads from station to station.

111

No

Elimination of walk-

cent.

ing and reduced handling has increased out-

Final Inspection

normal bench height. The operator
each machine merely shifts the heads, one

side surface

the place of ten

benches and has reduced the space

3xl2-ft.

roller or
at

the end of the line

at

onto skids for transfer to the machining de-

is nil

filled.

increases 84 per

decreased.

needed, as no machining has yet been done.

each head on a Brinell machine placed

with the tops of the rollers.
cylinder heads in foreground

also

man
is

final

when

pallets are

After machining,

heads are de-

cylinder

bench
equipped with a belt-driven roller conveyor
along each side and with a shelf for gages
through the center. Each head is advanced in
on skids

livered

a

wooden

fitting

A

a

final-inspection

tray as inspection proceeds, the tray

tlie

total of

all.

to

may

head, wliichever side

be up.

84 gaging operations requires, in

38 gages which are divided, as a rule,
five to nine men, depending on daily

between

production requirements.

Conveyor speed

is

adjusted so inspectors can complete a given

number

of

operations,

the

time

total

for

At the end
of the bench, the pallet is pushed across to
the other side and is advanced on a second

same

which

is

roller

conveyor until inspection

the

at

each

station.

is

At the loading and unloading
i\o\enihcr

J

94 5

completed.

station,

•

one

W/NGS

m
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ACCESSORIES

Flash-welded
Pistons Produced
in

134 Min.

Each welding hour saves twelve

machining hours, and material
required

is

50

percent

less.

precision piston rod for the wing-folcling actuating cylinder on tVie Curtiss HeUdiver is made in
Two tube sections are welded to a bar (1) [Bar already welded I. This assembly
(2) is rough-machined (3) heat-treated, and finish- machined (4). The complete job takes 134 min.

A

four major steps.

,

Cutting

Flash

— Tubing

Weld

— A solid bar

tube end are

is

in.

wall thickness

is

cut to length in an abrasive cut-off machine,

flash-welded to one end of the tube and a heavy-walled lube to the other.

made simultaneously at a rate of 90 to 100 welds per hour. Both the solid end and the
machined to present the same cross-section at the faces to be welded as the center tube.

The two welds

774

\\ in. 0. D. by 0.140

are

lU
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BENDix

Aviation, Ltd., North Hollywood,

methods for the
production of hydraulic actuators which have
resulted in important economies in time and
Calif.,

a

developed

Construction

material.
is

has

good example of

o'

a typical piston rod

this.

It

requires

134

min.

to

make

this precision piston rod

for a

wing-folding actuating cylinder on the Curtiss
Helldiver.

The method

of manufacture here

described has cut weight about 25 percent in
the finished product, and the

material required

Heat Treat

— Parts

is

amount

50 percent of

of

raw

tliat

in

former designs. Tiusc improvements have
been made possible by flash welding, which
has eliminated as much as 12 hr. of machine
time for every hour spent in welding. Accom-

panying photographs show
some macliining ojxrations.

the welding

and

(Item X-903)

Hanging the parts in the
and quenching minimizes warping. Furnace atmospheres are controlled to

are then heat-treated in vertical, cylindrical furnaces.

vertical position for heating

eliminate scale and decarburization.

Anneal

—

Flash and upset are removed from the outside on a disk grinder with a motor-actuated fixture
holding the parts. Pistons are then placed in a high-frequency induction heating machine where
the welds are annealed at 1700 deg. F. in about 12 sec.
for

WINGS
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Turret Lathe

— Afler

Magnadux

inspection, parts go to the turret lathes
held in i collet on tube diameter back of fla'sh weld,
using a stop in spindle, and the end= and -welds are turned to a diameter
sliglitly
smaller than the tube. Previously, welded ends were slightly
smaller than the tube This operation eliminates eccentricity between
welded members and makes parts suitable for centerless grinding (right).
wliere the center tube

is

Centerless

Grinder

— Pistons

are

straightened

to within 0.005 in. full
then rough-ground on a centerless
grinder which removes the necessary 0.025 in. from the diameter in three to
Design of the part has eliminated all shoulders which would
five passes.
make it impossible to pass the part completely through the grinder.

indicator reading on a

punch

press,

Plating— Pistons are next hard-chrome plated to size, chrome plate extending back of the thread on the open end of the tube the full length of the
major diameter. The plate is approximately 0.0015 in. thick and is applied
in If to 2 hr., after which parts are buffed to a high luster. Internal and
external threads are cadmium-plated on the open end of the part, and are
treated internally with hot linseed oil. Final inspection follows, after which
the pistons are placed in stock.

Centerless Polisher
the

— In

two more turret-lathe operations, the open end of

piston is faced, chamfered,

bored, ami

tapped, and the solid entl

is

turned, chamfered, and centered for subM"(iui-nt thread milling. Then, after
burring and straightening again to 0.003 in. full indicator reading, lubes are

ground, after which they are buffed on a centerless polishing and
machine which removes no more than 0.000.5 in. from the diameter.
This produces the finish necessary for "size" plating and removes scratches
and "grit marks" without inducing low spots on the surface.

flnisli

bulling
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Swaging Saves Metal and Much Machining
makes hollow

Electrol

boring from solid) by hot-swaging blank

off

HOLLOW

piston rod with restricted throat from tubing (instead

HYDRAULIC-UNIT

in

hand press with simple

die.

RODS

PISTON

which require a restricted throat

one

at

portion of the bore were formerly produced
in the Electrol plant

from

solid bar stock.

As

and 1% in. in
diameter with %-in. wall for most of the
length, much deep boring was required and
considerable material was wasted, besides
tying up machines for long operations. The
piece is now made from seamless steel tubing
and the portion where the throat is required
pieces are about 15 in. long

is

swaged.

No swaging machine was

available, so an

old screw-type percussion press, using a split
sleeve-like

die,

To heat

shapes the throat.

the area to be swaged, a simple V-block
ture

was made.

bracket

includes a

It

fix-

for

holding the tip of an oxy-acetylene torch near

one end, the distance being
attached to one V-block.
the

piece

is

turned by a

fastened by a wing nut.

enough

make two

to

end after the

for

set

by a stop

As heating proceeds,
strap-iron

The tube

crank

is

long

end
end has been swaged

pieces, so is turned

first

the required shape.

to

Swaging Procedure
When

the area to be swaged has attained

a bright red heat, a
tlie

is

tube

is

mandrel

is inserted,

shifted into the die.

stepped down at

its

and

The mandrel

inner end to size the

throat as swaging proceeds.

The

die has a

Swaging tube in die fitted in press operated by
crank on flywheel at top of screw. Operator in
foreground first places a mandrel in tube to size
the inside diameter of the throat, inserts tube in
die and turns tube between blows. Heating fixture
and torch are just under the sketch at upper left.

ridge spaced from a stop to liring the throat
at correct

distance from the end of the tube.

Several blows

of the die

are required, the

piece being turned by hand between blows to

keep the throat symmetrical. One operator
liandles tlie piece, while anotlier swings the
horizontal

flywheel,

attached

to

the

screw,

through about 180 deg. Relatively little metal
is cut away in subsequent machining, which
is

consequently done

when bar

stock

much more

was used

rapidly than

for the piston rod.

Details of the shape of the throat before

and

after

at top.

WI\GS

machining are shown in the sketch
machining is now required to

Little

Tube

obtain desired bore sliape or cross-section of

a

the piston rod.

'

is turned by a crank in this fixture as an oxy-act-lylene flame is played on
narrow area near farther end. This is preliminary to swaging a throat there.

November
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Propeller-blade Bearing Remover- Simply made from scrap, this tool removes bearinjis in minutes
Here the retainer
instead of hours, replacing damaging driftingoff by two men with sledge haninier>.
ring and thrust bearings are half pushed off a Curtiss blade. Inset sketch show- 3-legged pushing
built under diMurray,
was
it
Designed by Robert P.
"stool", split clamp ring, V-frame and screw.
(Item M'927)
rection of K. L, Harwood, shop superintendent at Selfridge.

Time-savers at Selfridge Field
This quintet of tools
ice

more

quicicly,

made from

scrap gets ships bade in serv-

saving man-hours in repair and replacement.

.-j^.4imii
Dial

graduated
Carburetor

manifotd
temp.
Oil temp.

Fuel press., rt
Fuel press.,

ft.

Oil press.

Mbinifold
press.

R p. m.
Hand-operated
deflector for
.i60 deg.

'Circuit light

.Tumbler, on-t

off switch
Oial-test

switch for
'n'o

-Circuit light

@ @

hand /

instruments
Dial-test switch
for checking

repeater

for 3- wire. circuits'\^
(tests two hand

77%

or

Down— Left

the right-hand panel in the photograph. Valve uheels at top provide vacuum
or pressure to the instruments under test. The lower row" are a vacuum vent,
vacuum supply, pressure supply and pressure vent. Instrument electrical connectors are plugged into the lower bayonet socket on the electrical board,
details of

which are sketched

at right.

readings on
shown on a multiple-graduated dial.
or

right-

or

left-hand

Switches provide right- or left-engine,
dual-hand instruments. Readings are
iltcm M-931)

Nm ember

19-^^

engi

hand

engi

or hand

instruments )

Universal Test Beard Built in the test department from spare parts, this
It checks "Auto-Syn" transmitters,
board has saved hundreds of hours.
synchronizing wiring, and mechanical accuracy of the master operating unit,
and enables adjustment of instruments. Developed in the instrument department at Selfridge .Sub-depot by Ward Steven? and F. A. Parker, it
Mechanical
operates on 24 volts and incorporates a 400-cycle inverter.
instruments are checked for pressure or vacuum by connection to pipes on

Up — Right

Instrument switch

•

\\7.VGS

Bearing
RePropeller - blade
placer Companion to the pusher,
and similarly designed and built,
this tool is only slightly more com-

—

'Fulcrum pin
Clearance

ing the retainer ring and thrust
bearings.
Jaws are shaped and
bent to fit accurately and are held
in place by stop screws set after

they are positioned. In the photograph, ring and thrust bearings are
in

position

final

shank.

Details

Formed

jaws

instead of push-

It pulls

plicated.

l\yji>'^

on

are

right.

the blade
sketched at
(Item M-928)

—

Adjustable Wheel Dolly Welded up of pipe, bar and strip steel (except
for purchased and bolted-on casters). This dolly makes it possible for two
men to remove or replace any wheel assembly, even on the B-24 (shown).
This is a gang job when done by hand. The dolly is essentially just an
underslung platform on four swivel casters, with braced end arms which
each carry a welded Y of pipe. The foot of each Y enters a larger-diameter
pipe with a T-bolt for adjustment and locking. Capt. W. S. Hey suggested
{Item M-929)
the dolly, built under direction of Supt. K. L. Harwood.

—

Radiator

Tester Carl Johnson of the radiator department
demonstrates the tester he built in cooperation with Thomas
Grimes of the hydraulic and Allen Gates of the welding departments. The large screen tray can be lowered into or raised from
an electrically heated water bath (about 160 deg. F.) by the
hydraulic cylinder at rear. Gas pressure from carbon-dioxide
cylinder behind Mr. Johnson is applied to the core while it is
under water and expanded to about operating temperature and
pressure, thus betraying any leaks. The regulating valves on the
gas cylinder are standard units, one indicating cylinder pressure,
the other controlling core-gas pressure. Details of hydro-pneumatic and cable hoisting hookups are sketched. With this arrangement one man takes over a former 2-man pob. (Item M-930)

Main air
(100

inlet

lb./sq. in.).

Hydraulic- Pneumatic
Hoist

System

Screen -Frame Hoist Detail
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BOOK REVIEWS
Aircraft Mafhemafies afFords "brush-up" on basic principles.
Instructors and students will both be helped by

technical

little

language as possible. What

technical terms are used are thoroughly explained, so that the student should have no

Aircraft Riveting, which contains terminology appendix.

trouble in getting the full meaning of every

described in the book.

detail

AIRCRAFT RIVETING, by Albert

H. Nhita.

Published by the McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York.
160 pages.
Illustrated, indexed, appendix.

A

and explanations of the
well

ilhistrated

Specificati(ms

official

Army

test,

with pictures and drawings,

are included.

$2.50

course of instruction treating riveting as

a phase of metal construction,

is

presented

by an instructor of aviation mechanics at the
Burgard Vocational High School in Buffalo.

The course

make

is

lustrated.

A

as extensive as the author could

with

it,

BLUE-PRINT READING, by D. E. Hobart. Pubby Harper & Brothers, New York. Il-

lished

the

intent

preparing

of

the

$1.00

revised edition of notes

and problems in
volume

blue-print reading, this paper-bound

how

student for any riveting teclinique or process

teaches students

which may be used in different shops. The
book should be of help both to the instructor

by forming a mental picture of the dimensions, materials and necessary shop operations involved. Both detail and assembly
drawings are included. A series of problems
at the end of the book give the beginner a

An appendix

and the student.

gives riveting

terminology, various tables frequently needed,

and suggestions

ume

to teachers for using the vol-

to

interpret blueprints

The author
an associate professor of mechanism and
engineering drawing at the University of
Michigan.

practical test of his knowledge.

as a textbook.

is

AIRCRAFT MATHEMATICS, by
and

G.

J.

Hill.

Company, New
indexed.

S. A.

Walling

Published by the Macmillan
York. 186 pages. Illustrated,

$1.75

HOW TO DO AIRCRAFT SHEET METAL
WORK, by Carl Norcross and James D. Quinn,

revised for

Published by the McGraw-Hill Book Co..
New York. 285 pages. Illustrated, indexed,

procedures of arithmetic (averages, ratio and

Jr.

two appendices.

$2.20

consists of those

American use, this mathematics
book clearly explains the basic principles and
proportion, etc.), algebra, graphs, geometry,

Starting with the premise that the largest
single group of

First published in England, but completely

men in most aircraft plants
who handle sheet metal, the

authors have attempted to give the worker, in
clear, nontechnical language, a basic under-

logarithms

and trigonometry. Aviation meare "rusty" on these subjects
should find the practical problems in this
book helpful in solving some of their diffichanics

who

0-E.

HOBART

culties.

standing of his job. Besides explaining the
actual processes, particular care

is

taken to

explain the reasons for each step. Sketclies
and photographs illustrate the metliods
described, and a

of each chapter

list
is

of questions at the

end

AIRCRAFT WELDING, by

5.

Eliea.

by the McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

York.

121 pages.

The

a valuable review for the

student.

L.

lished

Illustrated, indexed.

Pub-

New
$2.00

discussion of welding in this book

limited to gas welding, and

is

is

written with as

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
"WINGS," DIRECTOR OF CIRCULATION,
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• Some interesting, inlormtitiie l)ooI,s ol value to
students and workers in the aircraft industry are
listed below. Such lists, supplementing the book

as tollows:

reviews on this page, will continue to be a regu-

Home

Address

City.

.

.State.

.

lar feature

of WiNcs.

THE AIRPLANE AND

Company

Position.

Home

City.

ITS

COMPONENTS,

R. Sears. Published by John
Sons, New York. 75 pages. S1.2S.
ff

illiam

IP'iley

by

&

MACHINE TOOLS IN AIRCR.\FT PRODUCAddress

Company

.

State.

.

Position.

Signed

TION, by R. R. Nolan. Published by Pitman
Publishing Corporation, New York. 158 pages.
Illustrated, indexed. $1.50.

RUNNING A MILLING MACHINE,
.

Colvin. Published by the

New
780

by Fred H.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

York. 155 pages. Illustrated. $125.
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Winners for October
From production shortcuts reported in WINGS for October, the men pictured here
have been awarded United States War Bonds and Stamps for suggestions of outstandprize!
ing merit. Send your suggestions to WINGS, serve your country, and win a

I
Ernest

who
wliicli

ling operations. (Item

3
Ernie Weiss, Fairchild Aviawho avoided use of masking tape and cleaning opera-

Postage, Curtiss Propeller, whose truing method
producpropeller-blade
cut
(Item P-721)
tion time.

H.

Fleetwings,
Arndt,
spinning
tool
devised
saves time In hand-

A-829)

S.

tion,

(ItemX-835)

tions.

Vin

Robinson,

John B. Baker,

Arntzen, Aircraft Components, with co-worker deweld
macliine
to
veloped
(Item X-840)
small parts.

Art

formerly

Aircraft f'omponents. Inc.,

Jr.

Consoli-

dated-Vultee, who developed
procedure to reconstruct dam(Item A-759)
aged dies.

John

Galk,
devised an

Studdiaker,
oil

seal

who

inserter

(Item
E-670),
and
stud
gage setter.
(Item E-669)

with

Van

Nuys, Calif., who, with Art
Arntzen. developed an ingenious machine which saves time
welding small parts on
in
assemhlies.
exh,iust-manifold
Rohinsim's picture was not
for pul)licatinn at
available

press time.

H. F. Hovward, Wright Aeronautical foreman, who saved
time by designing a special
mandrel.
(Item E-T08)

(Item X-840)

Amos

A. S. Blumcnthal, formerly
Engineering,
Fairchild
at
press
stretching
developed
(Item A-871)
from scrap.

Lewis,

F.

Curtiss-

routing
suggested
Wright,
finished
to
stock
template
dimensions.
(Item A-8S7)

Walter
Wright

Slegel,

Curtiss-

foreman,

who

de-

vised swivel bars to hold skin
(Item X-740)
to stringers.

Rules for Wings Shop Suggesfion Contest
Ten
month

to workers in

submit

to

125.00 United States

1.

factories

Wings suggestions

2. Contest will

be open

Savings Bonds will be awarded each
making airplanes and airplane parts who

War

for

to every

improved production methods.

man and woman working on

the production

and equipment. The contest is open to foremen and lead workers, but not to any one holding a
management or engineering position. There is no limit to the number of
entries any one person may make.

lines turning out military airplanes, airplane parts

3.

for small parts

and

tools.

jigs, fixtures, devices to speed output.
Improved work methods.
Saving of essential war materials, or the substitution of nonessential mate-

rials for essential ones.

Ideas for eliminating unnecessary jobs, or motions, or operations, or work

can

Wings should be

written briefly and clearly,

others aid in

Give

making use

fullest

possible

pass on

all

of the idea.
information, remembering that Army and Navy
items, taking out details which should not be used.

Judges of contest will include production officials of the U. S. Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics and U. S. Army Air Forces, and editors of Wings.

must be in the hands of the publisher not later than on the last
day of the month, to be eligible lor awards in the issue of Wings appearing
on the second succeeding month.
7. All ideas

The publisher shall have the right to publish information pertaining to
any ideas or related data submitted. Such items will be paid for at regular
editorial rates. Material submitted in the Wings contest will not be

8.

fatigue.

will ask the following questions:
the suggestion value to other workers doing similar jobs?
it been tested by practical operation? How easily and inexpensively

making the awards, the judges

Has
Has

to

6.

Ideas for

4. In

Each item submitted

giving details as to the nature of the improvement. Old and new methods
should be described and compared.
Extent of saving should be indicated. Names and positions of the pers.^n
or persons submitting the idea should be given, as he and he only will be
eligible to participate. Photos or drawings illustrating the improved methods
or devices should be submitted. Illustrations should be i?uch as to give

officials will

Your suggestions may include:
Improved design

5.

be put into operation in other plants?
suggestion that shows how to make better use of tools and machines
will get a higher rating than one that requires time and money for clianges.
it

A

Submit entries to the Editors.

WINGS

returnable.

must have the
the worker is
of that management.

9. All production shortcuts submitted in the Wings contest
written approval of the management of the plant in which

employed, and be in accord with the policies

Magazine, 330

W. 42nd

St.,

New

York

18. N. Y.

I

land- or carrier-based

Grumman

proving bad medicine for the Japs

in

Hellcaf

is

the Pacific.
I
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